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Next Meeting: Aug. 16
Deadline,British Field Meet: Aug iS

From the President
Dear Morgan Owners,

Morro Bay was truly a fantastic event. In additional to 96 cars, the Morgan
Owners were really wonderful. Of course, some of the great stories of how people
got there should have been awarded a prize, and in fact a prize was given.
One of the Texans, I think, was driving into San Francisco and the car died on the
Bay Bridge in the center lane in rush hour traffic. Another great story involved
another Texan whose generator froze in the middle of the Mojave Desert, thirty miles
from the nearest town. The fan belt soon wore out and one had to be made to run
only the water pump. A bunge cord, which had been holding down the luggage, was
soon driving the pump, held together with shoe laces. We didn't hear if all the
luggage made the entire trip, but the Texans were all-there to tell the tale.
The three cars from our club, all did reasonably well • , but we came back with a few
stories too. The front housing on Roscoe's starter-?r lost a bushing (something
that had resently been replaced) and would not work. The Eayrs/Smith mechanic
team soon had a defunked generator apart, removed a bushing (the two bushings are
different sizes) and "tapped" it into place. We then decided to put a safety strap
on the starter so our replacement would stay in place. As it turned out the hotel
pipes were held in place by plumbers tape and this became our strap. If you are
shaking your head, this fix-up worked very well. Other than Roscoe' s.cai'; nearly being
run over by an earth mover and a water pump going out the trip went smoothly. In
fact, after we reached Sari Francisco on the trip down, no other problems 'with any of
the cars only the San Francisco pipes 1ow:thedifference.
The:ciub:r badges•were selling at a - briskaceiMorro.y.Bay--and the :nigIit we returnedL
IèceivêdaJcal fr Win.Shárpies:of the Washington D.C. Club who beard we had badges.
Based on rumor that our club exits, he had a order for 10 badges, pre-sold to clubs
all over the planet. All together we sold at last count 23 badges.
If ycur car over heats and you have done most of the common fixes, we finally
have the cure Gary Leikas and the Freightliner Engineers discovered several years
7years ago. Gary had the engineers analyze the cooling system and the way the
system works in a Morgan. They: decided the problem is in the air flow through
the engine compartment. Air passing under the radiator is scooped up by the
firewall, causing a relative high presure inside the engine compartment. The
cure costs about 3.00.. Using the bolts, that normally hold the radiator on, take
some rubber matting and make an air dam down even with the bottom of the frame.
Basically, we are just finishing off the engine compartment under the radiator.
The rubber is flexible in case you have to work in that general area and won't
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SILICONE REVISITED

f

SILICONE PROBLEMS
I have read in several journals recently about
compreseability of eisicone brake fluid when
used in HEAVY stock cars under severe racing
conditions. Silicone brgke fluid begins to
become compressible at about 400?, with attendant"sponginess" of the brake pedal. This
becomes increasingly worse untill the boiling
oint of about 500? is reached, at which time
no pedal is left! As the fluid cools off, the
compressibility goes away, and below 400?
things are back to normal, with no damage done
(to thebrake fluid anyway). That sounded very
scary to melt
ADDITIONAL

fluid temperature above 500?. I hay, managed to fade a few linin,/drum combinations
though. Another factor is the high temperature characteristics of street type brake

3.

DATA

of Glycol brake fluid that is good up to
550? (dry). But, as with all Glycol fluids
It is still hydroscopic. After it has ab'
sorbed as little as 5% moisture, the boiling point is down to around 275?. The

Upon further consideration, and some research,
a few further facts tended to put things in a
better prespective.
1. The temperature at which this phenomenon
begins to occur is well above the temperattire at which most regular (Glycol based)
brake fluids boil! Look at a can of Glycol
fluid. The boiling point is between about
50? dry and 275? wet, for those rated
DOT 3. In other words, if you were using
DOT 3 Glycol fluid, it would probably have
boiled, with complete loss of pedal, before
you even notice the sponginess" with the
silicone fluid.
2. In all of my years of driving fast (and not
so fast) I have not been able to boil fluid
with a DOT

3

rating, let alone get the

linings. They will go away long before the
brake fluid will boil. The MORGAN is such a
light car that you would have to try pretty
hard to boil the brake fluid. Is not reaj.
sure that you could at the speeds attained
in a MORGAN.
A long conversation with Greg Solo, owner
of The Engine Room in Santa Cruz (and a
very quick race driver), plum a few hours
research at the local race car shop was
also enlightening. There is a racing grade

serious racers usually change fluid before
every race.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The bottom line seems to be, if you drive a
big heavy stock car or CanAm racer and have to
pull it down often from 125 + MPH for corners,
then you should use Ceramic / Metaljc linings
and a hi-temp racing Glycol brake fluid, and
change it before every race. If you drive a
light car like a MORGAN for mainly Street use,
you can use standard brake linings, silicone
brake fluid, and forget about brake problems
untill the linings wear thin.

MORGAN MOTOR CAR
711-I ANNIVERSARY
The dates for celebrating. the
75th Anniversary of the Morgan
Motor Car hove now been set for
July 27-29. 1984. Without doubt this
will be the biggest Morgan
meeting ever and overseas enthusiasts will surely wish to participate in this event of a lifetime in
the heart of England where the
cars are built.
The Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern
has been entirely reserved for
overseas clubs wishing to join us in
the celebration. The hotel is the
biggest in Malvern (opposite the
Winter Gardens) and will be the International Headquarters for the
celebrations. The provisional proyam is as follows:
Sal. July 21 Welcome Cocktail Party
Sun. July 22 Free (time to recover from
JetMog-Log
Mon. July 23 RebuildPestorotion Into
Night IA chance to discuss

Tues. July

24

Wed. July

24

Thurs.
'Fri.

July 26
July 27

Sat.

July 28

'Sun.

July 29

Mon.

July 30

-

Noggin with local Centre
(They are even planning It
now)
International Badge Swop
Night (i.e. Every club
bring a good supply
please)
Free (so tar any ideas?)
Civic Reception of the
Winter Gardens (expected
to be by invitation)
Spoils Day at Prescott
Bullet Dance at the Winter
Gardens
Concours and Spares Fair
of Eostnor Castle
International Dinner 01 the
Abbey Hotel
Breoklosl and Farewells

•Qthc.oi 751h An'-.s,i
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Hotel prices at the Abbey will be
L14.50 per person per night for
Bed/Breakfast plus current VAT or
L20.00 to include dinner. This is for

for 9 nights (leaving Monday. July
30, 1984). All bookings must be
made through Roger Moran
(Telephone (02) 687-6440 H or (02)
235-5523 B). The hotel Cannot accept reservations. A quota has
been made for each club in as fair
a way as oossible at the Aobey
but there will be alternative accomodations. A shuttle service
between the Abbey and
Prescott/Eastr,or Castle is being arranged for those without cars.
Please indicate it interested and if
wilting to share the cost.
It should be noted that the
Morgan factory will be closed.for
two weeks from Monday. July 23 to
Friday. August 3 1984.
Interested clubs should respond
by September 1. 1983 indicating
approximately how many will be
ottending. More information will

DE?INIrIot4 OF FITS
The following definitions of the various types
of fits are given to assist the restorer in
arriving at the correct amount of clearance
between parts, as well as to give a better appreciation of why the various tolerances must
be adheared to. Generally speaking, all bores
are made to a standard size (so standard reamerg, plug gauges, etc. may be used) with a
PLUS tolerance. The maximum size of the male
parts is Usually a standard she less the mmimuin clearance required for the fit desired,
The minimum sizs for the male patts is this
maximum size MINUS the tolerance.
1. RUNNING FIT. A running fit is one providing
enough clearance for a continuous film of
oil between the two parts. A running fit
usually requires 0.001 inch for an oil film
plus 0.001 inch for each inch of diameter.
2. SLIP FIT. A slip fit exists when tife male
part is slightly smaller than the female
part and involves less clearance than a
running fit. An example of the minimum allowable clearance for a slip fit would be a
piston pin that, from its own weight, would
pass slowly through the connecting rod
bushing. In most cases (except where a 1jrited movement of the parts is involved)
slip fits are specified where,
due to anticipated expansion of the female part,
enough additional clearance will result to
change this type of fit to a running fit
and provide adequate clearance for a film
of oil,
3. WRING PIT. A wring fit is the type of fit
required between a bore and a plug gauge toq
determine the inside diameter of a bore'.
With a wring fit, it is necessary to turn
or wring the plug gauge or part to force it
through the bore. This type of fit does not
,
provide for a film of oil.

LOG AtiON

4. PRESS FIT. A press fit is one. that requires
force to enter the male part into the bore.
Accepted practice for press fits is to have
the male part larger by 0.001 inch for each
inch of diameter of the bore into which it
is to be pressed. An example of a press fit
is the bushing into the spindle on MORGAN
front suspension.
5. SHRINK FIT. Generally speaking, a shrink
fit is tighter than a press fit. The amount
of shrink will range from 0..001 to 0.002
inch for each inch of diameter and in some
cases even more. Parts having a press fit
may be assembled by shrinking rather than
force if desired. There are two methods of
shrinking two parts together, either or
both of which may be used. One method involves expansion of the female member by
hèating. The other involves contracting the
male member by chilling with dry ice.
EFFECT OF EXPANSION ON FITS
-

Allowances are made in establishing fits on
parts that are exposed to higher temperature
in order to provide for - the anticipated expanslon of the part during operation and still
provide for the type of fit required. Allowances must be me.&a12 "for' uhqüIl expansion
of dissimilar materials. Absolute minimum allowance for expansion of parts exposed to
flame or exhaust gases (pistons, piston rings,
and valves) is 0.001 inch for each inch of
diameter of length. In anticipating the expansion of a piston to make allowance for the
additional clearance required in the cylinder,
0.001 inch for each inch of diameter is added,
In anticipating the expansion of a piston ring
to make allowance for the additional gap required between the ends of the ring, 0.001
inch for each inch of length (.003 inch for
eath inch of diameter) is added.

ORIGINAL FIT

Cylinder bore Taper

•$ LIMIT

TYft

OF FIT

0.006 In.

CamIhaft bearing Clearence'

0.0025 in.' to

0.006 in.

Running

0.0045 in.
Clearence between lifter and
Lifter bore

0.0005 in. to
0.0015 in.

0.005 in.

Connecting Rod Side Clearance

0.006
0.014

0.020 in,'

Pinton Pin Clearance
Cunnecting Had

in

0.0002 in. to
0.0005 in.

0.00151n.

Slip

Piston Pin Clearance

in Piston

0.0001 in. to
0.0002 in.

0.00151n.

Slip

Pieton and Cylinder

0.0047 in. to
0.0054 in.

0.010 in.

Running

fop Piton fling to
Groove Side Clearance

0.0015 in.
0.003
in.

tI

0.004 in.

Heat of Piston Ring to
Crtovn Side Clearance

0.001
in. to
0.0025 in.

0.00)51n.

Piston Ring End Gap

0.003
0,010

in. to
in.

0.035 in.

Cran*ahaft End Play

0.002
0.006

in. to
in.

0.005 in.

Main bearing CLerance

5.0005 in. to
0.0025 in.

0.005 in.

Running

Had

0.0015 in. to
0.0035 in.

0.005 in.

Running

0.003
0.005

in. to
in.

0.006 in.

Running

0.0015 in. to
rtn,
t,,

0.005 in.

Running

.

bearing Clearance

t,m to Valve
IEx,IA UST )

;uide Clearance

te.e to Valve Guide Clearance

0

in. to
in.

Sunday August 28 Roscoe and Linda Nelson will be hosting a
rally ending with a potluck / barbeque. Bring dish (salad, dessert
Meet at Jantzen Beach Red
hot dish, etc.), meat and
Lion parking lot at 11:00 am.
The Morgan Owners Group Northwest would like to welcome new
member Robert Adair (214 Skylark Drive, Boise, Idahoe, 83702,
phone (208) 343-3845) and his Morgans 7P2311 a 1952 +Lf roadster
and #018 a 1959 DHC.
Otheritems:
Ken McClinton is looking for a left front fendqr for his
1953 +J Flat Pad.
Bob Hauge's 1962 Lf/Lf 2-seat is for sale asking $15,000 he
can be reached at (206) 425 - 8796.
Neal Langbehn has one of his +8 1 s for sale he can be reached
at (503) 888-5641.

PEMBEP THIS SPACE AVAIBLE FOR WANTS AND SELLS OR ??????????????

I4
JOSEPH LUCAS. LTD.
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A Scottish Tale
Ah wis ruminating last night in bed (quite legal north of the border) and it came tae mind an auld
tale (from a reputable source) aboot wan o' yer wee Morgan cars.
It wis an auld pal of mine who had a braw wee Morgan with the Coventry Climate engine and a
gear-box covered with moss. He happened tee find himself pelting roon the locks and glens and
his wee Morgan just stopped.
Wee, he didnae ken just how the wee motor worked proper but be kent well enough the basics.
So he lifts the two tin lids at the front ye ken, and as he's peering intae the engine this fearsome
voice booms out, "Haw, it's yer H.T. leads to numbers one and two."
He looks aw roond but nobody's there, just a nice big horse peering ower a wall,
"Hew you!! Are ye thick, it's yer H.T. leads come aft," says the big horse,
"Ah think ah'm going aft ma held, that big horse just spoke tee me."
A wee look at the H.T. leads confirms the worst - the big horse knows his electrics. Shove on
leads, batter doon the two tin lids, jumps intae the car and doon the glen like a bat oot o' hell.
Stop at nearest inn and in fur a good drink tee calm the shattered nerves.
"Haw Jimmy, how aboot a double whesky," (½ gill in the land of the cratur), he says tae mein
host. Guzzle, guzzle. "Another double." Guzzle, Guzzle. "Another double,"
"Hold on ma bonny lad, are ye in a spot a trouble," says mein host.
"Ye will never believe this Jimmy, but I wis in bother with ma wee Morgan and ye'lI never guess
who helped me fix it, a big horse, it spoke tee me!!"
Withoot batting an eyelid Jimmy the barman says "Och aye, the big white horse two miles up the
glen?"
"Aye, how dae you ken that?" says ma puzzled pal.
"Easy," says Jimmy barman, "But ye were lucky it wisnae the big black horse,"
"Why' that?" says puzzled pal.
"Because it knows nothing aboot Morgans."
Now as sure as I live and breathe this story is true because I know, I was there, I am that man.
BILLY BREMNER
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